April, 2018

Your Santa Barbara Central Office
Presents

The Messenger
14 W. Anapamu Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93101
(805) 962-3332
www.santabarbaraaa.com

We invite
you to come visit
Your Central Office
(especially if you have never been).

WHEN: Saturday, May 5th
12pm — 3pm

WHO: Everyone
Santa Barbara Central Office
14 W. Anapamu Street
(805) 962-3334

We will be making new handprint tiles.
Food, fun, and fellowship will be provided free of charge!

The Manager’s Corner
BY TIM W.

appreciated those who have shown me how not to
act. I suppose I should be grateful to them too.
Their bad examples have helped me learn. But
sometimes it takes a while before the truth of that
sinks in.
Sometimes I am just too hurt, or angry, or
upset, to see my part and understand that I am being taught a lesson — that this is yet another case
of life on life’s terms.
I also know that practicing the principles of
the program of Alcoholics Anonymous — specifically steps 10, 11, and 12 on a daily basis — will eventually lead me to a clearer understanding, and will
allow me to see what lessons I need to learn.

“Those who do not recover are people who
cannot or will not completely give themselves to
this simple program, usually men and women who
are constitutionally incapable of being honest with
themselves.”
We are all examples of one kind or another.
I have had many teachers over the years. Some
have shown me how to act like a sober, grateful
man. And some have shown me how not to.
The ones who have displayed a way of living
that is attractive have, of course, been great rolemodels. But, I have to say that I have not always
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Service Committees
Meetings


IGR meets 2 nd Tuesday of every month, 6:00pm at your Central Office, 14 W. Anapamu.



GSR meets 1 st Monday of every month, 6:00pm at Holy Cross Church, 1740 Cliff Dr. (rear of
building).



Hospitals & Institutions meets 2 nd Monday of every month at First Presbyterian Church, 21 E.
Constance. Orientation meeting at 5:30pm. Regular business meeting aat 6:00pm.



Santa Barbara Convention Committee meets 2 nd Thursday of every month, 6:00pm at your
Central Office, 14 W. Anapamu.



Santa Barbara Young People in Alcoholics Anonymous has its monthly board meetings
on the 1st and 3rd Thursday of each month, 6:00pm at your Central Office, 14 W. Anapamu.

Announcements


The Santa Barbara Convention planning committee has selected the theme “Love & Tolerance
is Our Code” for the 2018 convention. Artwork has also been selected.



The Convention Committee is looking for a Registration Chair and Co-Chair. There are also a
number of other commitments available for people wanting to be of service. Please attend the
next monthly meeting to learn more.

“If we were to live, we had to be free of anger. The grouch and the brainstorm were not for us. They may be
the dubious luxury of normal men, but for alcoholics these things are poison.”
Alcoholics Anonymous, How it Works (page 66)
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Home Group History
Mom’s forever, bummer), so did the book study. We
met at Dave’s house near SBHS for a while, my mobile
home in Blue Skies for years (once we had a navy guy
show up off a ship that was in the harbor who had heard
about our book study from some other dude who had
joined the navy, that was trippy) until the meeting got
big enough to be standing room only (it was a mobile
home, it wasn’t that big). Then we met at Dan’s for a
while and then Scott’s. At some point in there the original “Dumb Guy Approach” book study stopped and the
book study that started in my Mom’s garage became my
main book study (I was also attending the Tuesday night
ARC Step Study and the Monday night 6:35 book study,
which were both a lot of fun).
I’m not sure when, but at some point we decided to move our book study
into an event at the Stalwart
house for a while, we thought
we could be of more service
there. Finally, we consolidated our efforts into the Tuesday New House II book study
where we can do the same
thing we were doing at the
Dumb Guy Approach and my
Mom’s garage, making the
program of action accessible
and easy to understand for
the new guy. You can find me
there almost any Tuesday
night at 6:30, trying to do the
same thing that men did for me more than 20 years ago.
Additionally, I also attend a small meeting at my house
once a week for the guys I sponsor where we can go
through AA literature as slowly as necessary because
sometimes, it takes a small crowd and lots of repetition
for things to make sense.
Maybe it’s coincidence, or luck, but my experience has been that I’ve been attending the same basic
book studies (Co-ed for dummies and Mom’s house for
tough guys) for a while now and it never ceases to
amaze me that the answer that was sparked in June
1935 and published in 1939, works as good in 2018 as it
did in 1994. AA Program of Action + Dumb Guy = A Full
and Abundant Life.

ACCEPTING IN GOD
BY NOAH D.
I love AA! The truth is that I have been given a
life beyond my wildest dreams; one which, frankly, I am
ill equipped to live in. The delta between what I can
bring to the table and what is required of me to live in
my life is filled by AA, and for that I am so grateful; I was
willing to settle for just not getting loaded for a few days.
Luckily for me, when I came to AA in earnest I
was introduced to the program right away, which to me
has meant the steps as they are laid out in the book titled “Alcoholics Anonymous”. I have been a part of at
least one book study a week (usually 2 or 3) for over 20
years and I can’t image I would have stayed sober without that. I love the fellowship of AA and the people,
no doubt, but at the end of
the day the action is what
really transformed me from
a taker to a giver, from a
loser to a man, from hopeless to someone with faith.
The first book study
I was a part of was hosted
by my first sponsor at his
shop and called the “dumb
guy approach”. Here is a
picture of what I believe to
be the last shirt in existence
from that era (if you have
one, please let me know!). This was a great co-ed
meeting that lasted 1 hour on Thursday evening before
the “legs” meeting and was focused on the text of the
Big Book. Although I attended regularly, the truth is that
my brain was too fried when I got here to understand a
lot of what was going and I often just got confused.
Luckily for me there were two men in AA who
took the time to meet with me in my mom’s garage
(where many tough guys live when they get sober) every
week and this became my second book study. I attended
both of these meetings, but the one in my mom’s garage
is where the Big Book came alive for me. We went as
slowly as needed for me to understand what was going
on, sure I was taking the steps at the same time, but I
could not differentiate what was folklore in AA and what
was prescribed action in the book; these men helped
me. Over the years, the book study in my mom’s garage
grew and as I moved around (turns out you can’t live at

Thank you AA,
Noah D.
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On the Fourth Step
"Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.”

bit of verse by a famous poet.

THOSE INVENTORY STEPS

Oh, would some Power give us the gift
BY B.T. (WATSONVILLE, CALIFORNIA)
To see ourselves as others see us!
Within the past few months I've heard a great
deal of talk about the inventory. There have been disI repeated this three or four times before it hit
cussions on when to make it, how to make it, what to
bottom. I believe I had an answer to a prayer. I had
inventory, whether to write or not to write it. I think
been given "my daily bread," so to speak. Here was the
I've heard more diverse opinions on the inventory than
thought I needed for my inventory. God has given us all
perhaps any other step in the program.
that gift. The trouble with me has not been in seeing
A few days ago I saw Steps Four and Ten from
what others see but rather what I had been hiding, bewhat is to me an entirely new angle. I'll pass it on for
cause too many times I didn't like what I saw.
whatever it may be worth to those who may still be
Up to now I had been taking an inventory as a
dreading taking Step Four and those who, like myself,
sort of insurance to" sobriety. If I would be
may occasionally forget to "Step Ten" as
sober I must look for and try to remedy my
often as perhaps we should.
weaknesses. If I had made any progress it
The good alcoholic can always
was by the grace of God and I was thankful
find an excuse to neglect the things he The good alcofor it. The odd thing is that I really thought I
knows he should do, and I am an alcoholholic
can
always
was being honest. If this thought meant anic. So I took to myself the excuse of weariness to avoid too much conscience trou- find an excuse to ything I had been going about this whole
inventory business from the wrong angle. I
ble over not having made any preparation
had been regarding as a rather unpleasant
or given much time and thought to a sub- neglect the
duty that which really is no less than a gift
ject for tonight's discussion. After all, we
of God: the ability to see myself as others
had all worked pretty hard to make our things he knows
see me. Even more, the means to become
last meeting a success. Then too, what
he
should
do,
what I want others to see (Step Eleven).
could I add to the message delivered by
that wonderful speaker? There is a man and I am an alco- How many times I've heard this Bible quotation, "For as he thinketh in his heart so is
who has found and practiced successful,
he."
happy living for almost ten years. Now I, holic.
Steps Four and Ten give me the key
from the great mountain of my few
to
learn
what I think in my heart. Steps Two,
months of sobriety, presume to follow
Three,
and
Eleven give me the means to
him! On and on, and on, and on. Good old
think the things I would like others to see in me. Came
alcoholic thinking!
to believe, made a decision, sought through prayer. . . .
Well here it is Sunday already and me with no
Today I've found what is to me a new meaning
subject or even the ghost of an idea for one. What to
in
Steps
Four and Ten. From now on I can approach
do? In my mind I went back to the beginning of the day
Step
Ten
from a very different point of view. I'll no
and thought about the Lord's Prayer. I had, among othdoubt have to use the mental broom vigorously in the
er things, humbly asked, "Give us this day our daily
days ahead. It took me thirty-seven years to get like
bread." I had meant, "Give me the things I need." Then I
this, but now I will know what I am sweeping out. I
thought: "What do I need? Apparently a good thorough
know that for me my inventory is as Robert Burns put it:
inventory, from the way my thinking is running." Ugh!
that inventory again! Well, I thought about the invento. . .the gift to see ourselves as others see us!
ry and what it means to me for a while, and gradually
my thoughts turned to inventory as a general thing.
— From the September 1955 Grapevine
Then from somewhere out of the blue I remembered a
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March Birthdays
Name

The Messenger is published by YOUR Central
Office.

Years

Please send submissions to:
manager@santabarbaraAA.com

Serena B

1

Rayme

2

Julie S

2

Niki

3

Margo

5

Derek W
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Central Office Statistics

Eric R

12

During March, your Central Office had:

Beverly R

12

Peg R

12

AA Info Calls

Julie S

15

Alanon Referrals

3

Bob D

25

Kim M

25

Other Referrals

1

Cindy F

28

12 Step Calls

1

Stephanie J

30

12 Step Office

1

Ginger W

31

Kelly M

32

Out of Town Visitors

4

Joan W

35

Peter M

43

Submissions should be between 500-1,000
words.

Office Walk Ins
Website Pageviews

141

326
10,643

Member Submission
conscious. It upset me that we were creating waste and the
fact that these cups weren’t biodegradable made me nuts; I
needed to DO something about it! I was thinking there was
an AA Big Box Store where all meeting goers went to get
supplies. So off my mind went on its high horse and I called
Central Office to find out where ‘the store’ was. I wanted to
make a suggestion that they sell only biodegradable items.
A kind woman answered the phone at San Fernando Valley
AA Central Office and told me that there is no AA Warehouse and that each group is autonomous to do as they
wished. At the time, I really didn’t know exactly what she
meant but I had been hearing the Twelve Traditions read
each morning so I was familiar with the lingo. She had a
suggestion for me, “Why don’t you bring your own mug
(BYOM) to the meeting? Do your part.”
OMG, I was stunned. That hadn’t occurred to me;
what a concept. DO MY OWN PART! Well, the meeting did
change to paper cups, and what a valuable lesson I learned.
I use this in most every area of my life: I can be the change.
Tradition 4: Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting other groups or AA as a whole.

BYOM
BY CINDY S. (SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA)
I had about 3 months of sobriety in 1990 and was a
regular attendee at a 7:00am AA meeting in Studio City, CA.
I went every day. From my first meeting there, I was
blessed to feel a part of and wondered where these people
had been my whole life. It was as if I had been dowsed in
love and had a feeling I’d been looking for my entire life...
safety and security. The language being spoken was my language – here were my peeps. How dark it was before the
dawn.
I am lucky I stuck with the group. Little did I know
that I was to become the Coffee Goddess. I considered it an
honor and was sure to be there 45 minutes before the
meeting so everyone had coffee and of course I made THE
BEST coffee. I mean, what else would I want but to receive
applause! I wasn’t out to overtake Walter Hagen; I was out
to surpass Julia Child!
We used Styrofoam cups at the time and I was eco5

On Tradition Four
"Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting other groups or A.A. as a whole.”

emerges. If a group is really striving for a group conscience,
they won't even be talking about the controversy after a
few minutes. They'll be discussing how each of them is so
important to the other, and how much they would be willing to sacrifice of "their own way" to preserve the unity of
the group.
And so it is with Tradition Four, I believe. It should
not be used so much to strike home the point that a group
can do anything it darned well wants to. It should also remind us to ask ourselves, in the context of all the Traditions:
"Is this decision good for all the groups around us? Will we
hurt someone? Are we helping the AA Fellowship as a
whole?"
It just appears sometimes that our old habits of
trying to concentrate on what makes us different still prevails over concentrating on what makes us similar, what will
give us unity, and what will aid in the survival, growth, and
well being of the Fellowship.
It seems to me that the biggest part of AA's growth
and success in its almost fifty-five years has been that it has
clung firmly to its singleness of purpose, and has not tried to
be all things for all people. Because of that, even though
groups from different parts of the United States and Canada
may have different local customs, they are still basically carrying the same and single message of AA recovery to the
newcomer.
Through trial and error, we AAs have found two
very important facts about ourselves and about Tradition
Four. First, we have discovered that we must take responsibility for ourselves if we are to recover and have complete
freedom, or autonomy within our groups. So we cannot use
autonomy for selfish means.
Second, we must depend on each other or die
alone. No heritage from our AA predecessors is so precious
and so clear. We cannot look inward when we talk about
autonomy. We must look always to the greater good. There
is no one else who will care for the survival of the Fellowship if we do not. We know our own lives depend on the
well-being of all the groups and all the members if the Fellowship and its members are to survive.
I believe any document, whether it's the Constitution or the Traditions of our Fellowship, which has survived
all trials and remained for the common good of many people, is spiritual in its nature and its origins. Tradition Four
exemplifies in its true meaning this spiritual foundation of
our Society.
Taken in this context, all that we do and say should
be for the good of the greatest number. The future of the
Fellowship and our own futures depend on it.

AUTONOMY — NOT SELF-WILL
BY RICHARD B. (ISELIN, NEW JERSEY)
A political science professor at the University of
Missouri once said, "The reason that the Constitution of the
United States has been so successful for more than 200
years is that it is so general and so flexible that people don't
feel they have to change it every time they have an argument." I have come to believe that there might just be some
of that flexibility in our Traditions, particularly Tradition
Four.
Through the years I have learned to take arguments
about the Traditions, or instances of using a given Tradition
to support a personal position, with a little grain of salt. As
Bill W. explains Rule 62 in Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, let's not take ourselves too damn seriously.
I've learned to laugh just a little through the years
because I have been around long enough now to hear some
pretty good cases on both sides of any given controversy.
I've heard the same Tradition used as support for arguments on both sides of the question.
This is the real beauty in the Traditions. They have
survived intact, even more so than the U.S. Constitution, in
spite of the many ways we as individuals have used and misused them on our AA travels.
Many other times I have heard an argument supported with one part of a Tradition while the second part is
completely ignored. This phenomenon seems to occur quite
often in Tradition Four: "Each group should be autonomous
except in matters affecting other groups or AA as a whole."
Autonomy most often seems to be used as an argument to explain or defend why a group ought to do what a
certain member wants it to do. It occurs to me that the
framework that we build around autonomy is the same
framework that we build around self, which the Big Book
warns us we must get rid of if we are to expect a life of sobriety and serenity. In other words, we often use autonomy
to get our way.
I remember a wise old-timer saying to me many
years ago that the most important thing that we had to remember about our relations with each other in AA is Tradition One: that everything we do and say should have our
common welfare uppermost in our minds and be in support
of AA unity.
He went so far as to say that when a group sits
down to discuss a given controversy and to have an informed group conscience, that everyone should have the
right to know that the meeting is taking place and to say
anything they want. But, he said, the group should not feel
that it has to take a vote--usually, the group conscience just

—From the April 1990 Grapevine
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Central Office Group Donations
Group

Jan 18

Feb 18

Mar 18

TOTAL

11th Step Prayer & Meditation #062

0.00

0.00

90.00

90.00

83-87 Group (pages)

500.00

400.00

450.00

1,350.00

Action Participation-SB #133

28.00

0.00

0.00

28.00

Alternative Group

0.00

0.00

225.00

225.00

Back to Basics NHIII#161

0.00

75.00

0.00

75.00

Big Book Comes Alive Women's Meeting

40.00

55.20

0.00

95.20

Carpinteria Canalino

70.00

0.00

0.00

70.00

El Montecito Carpinteria Frida

144.00

0.00

0.00

144.00

Eye Opener

149.00

0.00

232.00

381.00

Foundation Group

110.00

0.00

0.00

110.00

Gay Discussion-Sunday

200.60

0.00

0.00

200.60

Goleta Sun. Night Speaker

0.00

0.00

90.00

90.00

Grateful Group

20.00

0.00

0.00

20.00

Gratitude Group

0.00

0.00

60.00

60.00

Harbor Group

1,380.00

0.00

725.20

2,105.20

I Know!

0.00

49.00

0.00

49.00

It's a Hell of a Deal #139

0.00

0.00

1,360.00

1,360.00

Just the Black Print

300.00

0.00

0.00

300.00

KCB-Keep Coming Back-ALL

0.00

0.00

461.50

461.50

Keeping it Real

47.80

0.00

57.00

104.80

Key Group-ALL #177

0.00

0.00

540.00

540.00

Men on a Mission #191

46.00

0.00

29.00

75.00

Men Who Have Lost Their Legs #164

659.40

0.00

0.00

659.40

Men's Group At St. Mary's #056

430.20

0.00

0.00

430.20

New Pair of Glasses #013

50.00

0.00

0.00

50.00

Noon Men's Carp.

60.00

0.00

0.00

60.00

On Awakening

0.00

173.40

118.20

291.60

One Way - Private

96.00

0.00

0.00

96.00

RG Hazard

61.20

0.00

0.00

61.20

Rigorous Honesty #067

40.00

12.00

12.00

64.00

Saturday Night Sobriety Grp #130

0.00

0.00

33.00

33.00

Serenity by the Sea

66.00

90.00

0.00

156.00

Serenity Sisters

108.14

0.00

0.00

108.14

Sisters In Solutions #043

0.00

0.00

171.71

171.71

Sought Thru Prayer & Med.

9.00

0.00

0.00

9.00

Start Your Day Right #156

700.00

849.82

646.28

2,196.10

Staying Alive-Womens SS #055

60.00

0.00

0.00

60.00

Stepping Stones Women's Mtg #068

18.45

47.45

0.00

65.90

Sunday Go To Meeting #143

0.00

0.00

285.00

285.00

Thursday Ladies Nite #180

73.86

0.00

0.00

73.86

Tuesday Men's Stag #047

121.27

0.00

0.00

121.27

Way of Life #117

212.40

240.60

363.60

816.60

TOTAL

5,801.32

1,992.47

5,949.49

13,743.28
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Santa Barbara, CA 93031
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